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FLV stands for Flash Video it is a container format for the video contents that are capable of
encoding the audio and video streams. It is a featured video format that is used commonly for
playing videos online. FLV format is famous for its compression technology that makes it a superior
video format to use for playing videos online. It is always a preferred choice for the professional
developers to embed media files into the website; it is a real solution to low bandwidth and
compatibility problems.

It is capable of managing the high quality video in small size this feature makes it a preferred video
format to adopt. Using this video format makes easy to render the video contents to the client
machine on the network, and to play video on the web browser of the client machines. It can be
played easily on the web browser of the client machines no matter what the platform is used there.

A user only needs to install a single plug-in for the web browser from Adobe to play the videos
online on the website. It consumes much less bandwidth from the developer's prospective because
there is a need to transmitting small numbers of bytes on the network where as other formats use
large data streams and more consumption of resources.

Being an internet user, you may have downloaded numbers of the videos from the internet using
website like YouTube. Most of the time, these videos are in FLV format. If you are a Mac user, you
want to play this video on the Mac operating system using existing media player applications, sorry
you can't.

The reason is that FLV videos are not supported by the Mac media player applications like
QuickTime. Similarly, if you desire to play these videos on the devices like cell phones, IPAD, IPOD
and blackberry still the problem is same there.

This format is also not supported there. In this situation, you can use a professional convertor tool
that can convert your FLV video to playable format. Once again you are required to be much
conscious in selecting the video convertor application. The chosen application must be a
professional tool that is professionally developed for this purpose.

This is a featured utility program that is developed for the professional working on the Mac operating
system for converting FLV video. It is all in one application that supports all the famous formats to
convert and to be converted. This single application installation will handle the entire problems
regarding the unsupported video formats.

It provides user with customized, professional and easy to use Graphical User Interface that is a self
describing interface for better use of all the tools and utilities that are provided by the application. To
make a better and timely use of the application, you should already have instated the application on
the computer so that at real time you can overcome the problem of unsupported FLV video format.
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Terro White - About Author:
a FLV Converter mac from the ISKYSOFT is such a professional application that is capable of
converting your downloaded FLV videos into all the playable formats for any device on the Mac
operating system.
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